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ABSTRACT: The structure of a DNA aptamer, which was selected for specific binding to arginine, was
determined using NMR spectroscopy. The sequence forms a hairpin loop, with residues important for
binding occurring in the loop region. Binding of argininamide induces formation of one Watson-Crick
and two non-Watson-Crick base pairs, which facilitate generation of a binding pocket. The specificity
for arginine seems to arise from contacts between the guanidino end of the arginine and phosphates, with
atoms positioned by the shape of the pocket. Complex binding kinetics are observed suggesting that there
is a slow interconversion of two forms of the DNA, which have different binding affinities. These data
provide information on the process of adaptive recognition of a ligand by an aptamer.

Molecular recognition between nucleic acids and their
cognate substrates is essential in numerous biological
processes, including transcriptional and translational events.
This recognition has been shown to often rely strongly on
secondary and tertiary structural elements of the nucleic
acids. It is well-established that nucleic acids are not only
biologically functional in duplex form but also take on
numerous other structural motifs that are capable of interaction with other molecules. An RNA secondary structure has
been found to play important roles in translational regulation,
protein synthesis, and mRNA splicing (1, 2). Similarly, DNA
hairpins, dumbbells, and cruciforms are known to play roles
in genetic recombination and regulation (3-6). Determination of nucleic acid-substrate complex structures is an
essential step in understanding the importance of the role
nucleic acid structural features have in recognition and
regulation in these complex biological processes.
Previously determined structures of nucleic acid complexes, in both duplex as well as noncanonical nucleic acid
forms, include examples such as drug-DNA and drug-RNA
complexes (7-9) as well as protein-DNA and proteinRNA complexes (10, 11). These structures provide insight
into important elements for molecular recognition by nucleic
acids.
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An understanding of nucleic acid recognition elements has
also broadened as in vitro selection and selective evolution
have been used to identify nucleic acid motifs with unique
folding and ligand-binding properties, the resulting molecules
being termed aptamers (12-14). The aptamers selected in
this manner include RNAs that bind ATP (15), protein
cofactor FMN (16, 17), arginine and citrulline (18-21), and
DNAs that bind thrombin (22) and arginine (23). These
aptamers have exhibited binding affinities in the micromolar
to nanomolar range and are able to discriminate between their
target ligand and closely related molecules. These techniques
of aptamer derivation have contributed to the understanding
of protein-nucleic acid interactions, nucleic acid recognition
elements, and investigations in nucleic acid drug development
(13, 24, 25). Structure determination of a number of these
aptamers has also lent insight into the folding capabilities
and adaptive properties of nucleic acids in order to recognize
their cognate substrates (26-29).
DNA aptamers specific for binding of arginine were
discovered (23) that have secondary folding motifs unrelated
to known arginine-binding RNA sequences (18-21). These
DNA aptamers were specific for the guanidinium group and
were selected under conditions identical to those used in
identifying RNA aptamers that bind arginine in a manner
similar to HIV-1 TAR RNA (20). Mutational and chemical
modification studies showed that one of the DNA motifs
isolated, a stem-loop structure, contained eight residues
within the loop as well as two bases at the top of the stem
that were crucial to binding of arginine.
Here, we present the structure of argininamide complexed
to a DNA containing a 10 base loop. The complex contains
several unusual features not seen in previously determined
nucleic acid complexes, including three cross-loop base pairs
that are not formed in the absence of argininamide. Two of
these base pairs are non-Watson-Crick, and the third is
formed by a residue that loops out of sequence to form a
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Argininamide-Aptamer Complex Structure
Watson-Crick base pair. The complex exhibits intermediate
exchange binding kinetics at low ligand/DNA ratios, which
have been analyzed using NMR1 line shape theory to provide
information on kinetic parameters. The structure of a closely
related sequence has been published previously (36), and
while both show envelopment of argininamide within a
binding pocket, the structures determined differ in significant
ways. The structure of a second argininamide-binding DNA
aptamer (23) has been reported (30), which again illustrates
the importance of non-Watson-Crick interactions in formation of ligand-binding sites.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Oligonucleotides were synthesized at 1 or 10 µM scale
on an Applied Biosystems, Inc. (Foster City, CA) automated
synthesizer using solid phase β-cyanoethylphosphoramidite
chemistry and were HPLC purified. NMR samples were
prepared by dissolving dried oligonucleotide to give 1.44 or
0.8 mM solutions, in either 90% H2O/10% D2O or 99.99%
D2O containing 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 6.2,
0.05 mM EDTA, and 0-80 mM NaCl. Samples that were
used in data collection for the purposes of structure calculations also contained approximately eight to 10 equiv of
argininamide. The sequences used in NMR studies were

5′-C1G2A3C4C5A6A7C8G9T10X11X12C13G14C15C16T17G18G19T20C21G22-3′
where X11X12 is AT, GT, or AG and letters in italics represent
residues that were shown to be critical to binding of arginine
by chemical modification and mutagenesis studies (23).
X11X12 are GT in the structures calculated.
All NMR data were collected on either a Bruker AMX600 or a GE GN/Ω500 spectrometer. 1H Nuclear Overhauser
Effect Spectroscopy (NOESY) spectra were collected in H2O
with the standard pulse sequence in which the last pulse was
replaced by a 11 spin-echo pulse sequence (31). Spectra
were collected at 5 and 8 °C with 125 and 150 ms mixing
times, and 512 complex points in t1 and 2048 in t2. 1H
NOESY spectra were collected in D2O at 20 °C using 60,
100, and 200 ms mixing times, as well as at 15 and 25 °C
using 200 ms mixing times, and 512 by 1024 complex points.
The removal of the residual HOD signal was accomplished
using presaturation. 1H TOCSY (80 ms mixing time) spectra
and 1H COSY spectra were collected at 20 °C with 512 by
1024 or 2048 complex points. One-dimensional experiments
used in kinetic analyses were collected at 5, 20, and 25 °C
with 8192 complex points. All spectra were processed using
the program FELIX (Molecular Simulations, Inc.).
Distance restraints were obtained using relaxation rate
matrix calculations (32) with experimental NOE cross-peak
volumes calibrated to the cytosine H5-H6 and thymidine
H6-methyl cross-peaks. Input structures used in relaxation
rate matrix calculations were obtained from restrained
molecular dynamic calculations in the program DISCOVER
(Molecular Simulations, Inc.) using strong, medium, and
1 Abbreviations: NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance; HPLC, high
performance liquid chromatography; NOESY, nuclear Overhauser effect
spectroscopy; TOCSY, total correlation spectroscopy; RMS, root-meansquared; CD, circular dichroism.
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weak NOE intensities (1.8-3, 1.8-4, 1.8-5 Å) to fold the
initially randomized DNA oligomer in a procedure analogous
to the structure calculation methodology described below.
Several starting structures calculated this way, as well as
correlation times of 2, 3, and 4 ns, were used in the relaxation
rate matrix calculations to obtain final distance constraints
used in structure calculations.
The final structures were calculated using the program
DISCOVER (Molecular Simulations, Inc.). Since NOE
patterns in the stem region of the DNA (bases 1-6 and 1722) were consistent with canonical B-form DNA, an initial
structure containing a standard B-form stem and randomized
loop nucleotides was used. The argininamide was initially
positioned >20 Å away from the DNA. Structures were
minimized using steepest descents, followed by a conjugate
gradient minimization to ensure good covalent geometry prior
to restrained molecular dynamics. Restrained molecular
dynamics were initiated at 600 K for 4 ps, then the
temperature was reduced to 100 K over 10 ps. The temperature was then reduced from 100 to 0 K over 10 ps, and the
final structures were conjugate gradient minimized. Thirty
final structures were calculated and the mean and standard
deviation for each of the energy terms were calculated.
Structures that contained any energy terms greater than two
times the standard deviation plus the mean were considered
suspect and were dropped (two structures). Any remaining
structures that had at least one constraint violation greater
than 0.5 Å were also dropped (seven structures). The
remaining converged structures were ranked based on
constraint energies, total energy, and number of violations.
On the basis of calculations (3000 permutations) of the RMS
and standard deviation as the number of structures is
increased to the total number of structures (21 total structures), 10 structures were determined to be representative
of the family of structures based on the criterion that further
addition of structures to the family had no effect on the RMS
standard deviation.
Line shape analyses were performed using modified
versions of the Bloch equations (33) and were calculated in
Mathematica (Wolfram Research).
RESULTS
Complex Formation and Kinetics. To obtain satisfactory
data for a structure determination of the DNA-argininamide
complex, it was necessary to find conditions under which
the complex is the predominant species. Using the dissociation constant of 10-4 M calculated from CD measurements
(23), a 2 mM DNA sample would be expected to require
approximately 2 equiv of ligand to be 96% complexed based
on simple equilibrium binding behavior. The appearance of
the 1D NMR spectra of samples containing a 2:1 argininamide/DNA ratio seemed reasonably consistent with this
expectation. However, the NOESY spectrum of this complex
showed significant effects from conformational exchange of
the DNA, as indicated by substantial line broadening for a
number of loop residue hydrogens. For example, the T10
methyl hydrogens were broadened from 18 Hz in the free
DNA to approximately 60-80 Hz (which appear to be at
least three peaks in intermediate exchange) in a 2:1 argininamide-DNA complex (1.6 mM DNA, 25 °C), and sugar
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FIGURE 1: Proton NMR spectra taken in D2O solution, 25 °C, are shown at several points in a titration of the DNA aptamer
5′-CGACCAACGTGTCGCCTGGTCG-3′ with argininamide, with the mole ratios of argininamide to DNA indicated. (A) Shows the full
spectrum with the position of the argininamide δH resonances indicated by an arrow. (B) Shows an expansion of the argininamide δH
resonance region, with dashed curves representing spectra simulated using the exchange model discussed.

protons for C16 were virtually undetectable. Addition of
excess argininamide (5+ equiv) significantly sharpened these
lines (the T10 methyl resonance sharpens to a single line of
approximately 30 Hz).
The need for addition of excess ligand to form a fully
complexed DNA suggested that the aptamer might contain
more than one argininamide-binding site or that complicated
kinetics might be involved. Because the complex is in
intermediate to fast exchange, only one set of lines is seen
for both the DNA and ligand and thus information on the
order of complexation is not immediately apparent. However,
the aptamer was selected under conditions designed to yield
molecules containing a single binding site by chromatographing DNA using arginine resins with varying arginine
densities (covering 3 orders of magnitude (23)). CD measurements further indicated that only one conformational
change occurred in the DNA as ligand was added. While
the selection methods and CD data suggested that the DNA
had only one argininamide-binding site, careful titration of
argininamide showed unanticipated binding behavior (based
on the argininamide NMR lines) that was not consistent with
simple intermediate to fast binding behavior for a complex
with a dissociation constant of 10-4 M.
At low argininamide/DNA ratios, the argininamide lines
were broadened to the extent that they were almost undetectable. With the measured dissociation constant of 10-4 M,
94% of ligand is expected to be bound at 0.25 equiv in a 2
mM DNA sample, and a relatively sharp argininamide line
is expected at the bound state chemical shift.
NOESY spectra of the DNA in the absence of argininamide showed some exchange cross-peaks near the diagonal,
indicating two conformations of the DNA that slowly
interconvert. NOEs are clear for the major form, but crosspeaks for the second form are missing, indicating that it is
present at relatively low concentration. One possible ex-

planation for the two conformers is that the out of sequence
stacking (C16 below G14) requires major rearrangement of
bases and hence is slow. An alternative is that the anti and
syn base conformations at G14 interconvert slowly, with the
syn form in the final argininamide-bound structure, but anti
was preferred in the free DNA. It is likely that these two
forms, regardless of the precise difference, have different
binding affinities for argininamide. Line shapes for arginine
were calculated using the McConnell equations (33), assuming that binding occurred only to one form, and kinetic
parameters were determined; koff was estimated to be
approximately 120 s-1 and the exchange rate at low argininamide/DNA ratios was approximately 240 s-1. The bound
argininamide frequency was calculated to be 50 Hz lower
than the free argininamide for the δΗ resonance at 500 MHz
with a Kd of 1.2 mM. Figure 1 shows an example of the
titration behavior seen, and curve fits for the argininamide
δ-proton resonance. While the calculated fits are reasonable,
the derived binding constant is not consistent with that
determined by other methods, which is an indication that
the binding model used is oversimplified. A full model would
require different binding constants for the two states, as well
as kinetic parameters for each, and would be undetermined
with the presently available data, necessitating other independent measurements.
Assignments. With the exception of some of the H5′
resonances, all of the assignments of the hairpin were readily
obtained using standard procedures for DNA assignment (34)
and are tabulated in the Supplementary Information. Expected sequential NOEs consistent with B-form duplex DNA
were seen for residues 1-10 and 17-22. Some connectivities
were seen between residues 10 and 11, and between residues
12 and 13, which allowed for eventual assignment of these
residues. However, the region between residues 14 and 17
had a number of NOEs that were unusual and made
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FIGURE 2: Parts of a NOESY spectrum of the DNA aptamer 5′-CGACCAACGTATCGCCTGGTCG-3′ in the presence of excess argininamide
are shown, 5 equiv argininamide, ca. 2 mM DNA, 25 °C, 200 ms mixing time. The regions plotted show cross-peaks between aromatic and
H1′ DNA protons and the H2′, H2′′ of DNA as well as argininamide protons. Nonsequential NOEs between C16 and G14, and between
T17 and C15 are highlighted by lines. Contacts between DNA and argininamide are indicated by boxes around the cross-peaks.

identification of C15 and C16 ambiguous. 5-methylcytosine
(5mC) was substituted at position 16 and clearly indicated
that C16 loops out of sequence to make a number of
nonsequential contacts. C16H6 and -H5 (or H6 and methyl
in the 5mC variant) make contacts with G14H2′ and -H2′′
as well as with C15H1′. C15H1′ makes contacts with both
its own H2′ and H2′′ as well as with C16H2′/H2′′ and with
the T17 methyl group. The contact from C15H1′ to the H2′/
H2′′ of C16 is notably unusual, since in canonical DNA
interresidue H1′ to H2′/H2′′ distances are generally well out
of NOE range (>5 Å), and normally only intra-sugar H1′ to
H2′/H2′′ contacts are seen. T17H6 also has contacts to
C16H2′ and -H2′′. Figure 2 shows the aromatic and H1′ to
H2′/H2′′ region of a NOESY spectrum for the complex, and
highlights a number of the contacts in the loop region that
define the unusual behavior of this region.
The 1D H2O spectra show the appearance of new imino
resonances upon addition of argininamide that can be
assigned to several residues in the loop that are indicative
of the new loop base pairings formed upon ligand complexation. Complete analysis of NOESY spectra, including
spectra of the sequence containing inosine substituted at
position 14 and 5mC substituted independently at positions
15 and 16, showed that loop residues form an argininamide
bound conformation that includes extensive cross-loop connectivities, establishing the formation of three new base pairs.

C16 base pairs in a normal Watson-Crick fashion with G9,
indicated by NOEs from the G9 imino to C16 amino protons.
NOEs from the C15 amino protons to A7H8 and amino
resonances establish reverse Hoogsteen base pair formation
between these residues. The sharpness and chemical shifts
of the A7 and C15 amino protons are also indicative of
hydrogen bond formation. An exceptionally strong NOE
between G14H8 and its own H1′ establishes that G14 is in
a syn conformation. G14 forms a reverse wobble base pair
with T10, established by observation of an NOE cross-peak
from the T10 imino to G14 imino and by chemical shifts
for these iminos typical of G-T base pairs. The G14 imino
proton also shows a cross-loop NOE to the G9 imino proton.
Figure 3A shows part of the loop region from one representative calculated structure that highlights the unusual
interactions made by bases 7-10 and 14-16.
Numerous contacts are seen between the argininamide
nonexchangeable side chain protons and the DNA. As
expected, most of the contacts are to important residues as
well as to one of the two important bases at the top of the
stem. An additional contact to the sugar of nonessential
residue 12 is also seen. While the identity of residue 12 is
not critical to argininamide binding, a small increase in
binding affinity was seen with T over G (23), possibly
reflecting steric preferences at this position. No direct NOEs
were seen between any of the exchangeable protons on the
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FIGURE 3: The loop region of the argininamide-DNA complex, residues A6-T10 and G14-T17, from a single representative structure
is shown. (A) Bases are shown with imino, amino, and methyl hydrogens, while other hydrogens and all phosphate oxygens are omitted
for clarity. Bases are green and backbone atoms are purple. (B) A different view of the same region is shown. Argininamide amide, amino,
guanidinium hydrogens, the phosphate oxygens of T17 and G18 are displayed, with the guanidinium protons and phosphate oxygens indicated
by spheres. The argininamide is shown in yellow. Only the backbone atoms of G11, T12, and C13 are shown but are not labeled.
Table 1: Intermolecular NOE Contacts in the Argininamide-DNA
Aptamer Complex
argininamide
atom
HR
Hβ
Hγ
Hδ

direct DNA contacts
A7H2, C8H1′
A7H2, T12H1′, G14H8, T17H6, T17H3
A7H2, G14H8, G9H1, T12H1′, T17H1′, T17H3′,
T17H4′, C16H1′, C16H3′
G9H22, G9H1, C16H1′, C16H4′, T17H1′, T17H3′,
T17H4′

Table 2: NMR Refinement Statistics for the Argininamide-DNA
Aptamer Complex
NMR distance restraints in the entire complex
total number distance restraints
intraresidue restraints
interresidue restraints
hydrogen bond restraints
DNA-argininamide restraints
number of NOE violations >0.3 Å

433
244
143
23
23
5(1

pairwise rmsd (Å)
among 10 refined structures
rmsd (Å) - entire complex
rmsd (Å) - complex core (A6-T10, T12,
G14-T17, G18 sugar)

1.32 ( 0.35
0.92 ( 0.27

argininamide and the DNA. A summary of intermolecular
NOE contacts is shown in Table 1.
DNA Structure. Table 2 summarizes NMR refinement
statistics for the argininamide-DNA aptamer complex. The
stem of the hairpin is in a canonical B-form conformation,
showing the expected NOE patterns. As none of the residues
in the stem is implicated in binding, with the exception of

the closing AT base pair at the base of the loop, this region
was not expected to show unusual characteristics. In contrast,
the loop region shows many interesting features. Figure 4
presents a stereoview of 10 superimposed structures of the
loop region.
The loop bases show almost normal B-form stacking from
A6-T10 (Figure 3). A slight kink is seen in the backbone
at C8, which remains the only residue unpaired in the stretch
from A6-T10. Residues G14, C15, and C16 make the
critical pairings across the loop with T10, A7, and G9,
respectively (Figure 3A). A very unusual backbone conformation is observed, with C16 looped out of sequence to form
the Watson-Crick G9-C16 basepair sandwiched between
the C15-A7 reverse Hoogsteen and the G14-T10 reverse
wobble. This configuation of bases results in a large bend
on one side of the loop to form part of the argininamidebinding pocket. Figure 5 shows one representative structure
where the deep bend in the loop and formation of the binding
pocket are apparent. Residues in the top of the loop,
particularly G11 and C13, are poorly defined in the structures, with few NOE connectivities observed between T10
and G11, and between T12 and C13. The location of T12 is
slightly better defined due to interactions with the ligand,
and this base helps pull the top of the loop down around the
ligand to close the argininamide-binding pocket (Figure 3B).
DISCUSSION
Structure determinations of aptamer complexes have
contributed to the understanding of protein-nucleic acid
interactions, nucleic acid recognition elements, and of the
folding capabilities and adaptive properties of nucleic acids
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FIGURE 4: A superposition of 10 representative structure of the argininamide-DNA complex is shown. The superposition was done using
heavy atoms for residues 6-17, the sugar and backbone atoms of 18 and the argininamide. Phosphate oxygens and bases of residues 11-13
and 18 are not shown for clarity. Backbone atoms are purple, stem bases 6 and 17 are blue, loop bases 7-10 and 14-17 are green, and
argininamide is yellow.

in order to recognize their cognate substrates (25-28). These
structural studies have also contributed greatly to development of drugs that target DNA (35). The structure of the
argininamide-DNA complex presented here contributes to
the understanding of how molecules adapt to recognize their
substrate.
Binding of argininamide is critical in the formation of the
structured loop conformation of this DNA aptamer. The
binding pocket is formed by unusual interactions that include
the C16 residue looping out of sequence to form a WatsonCrick basepair across the loop with G9, and formation of
reverse G14-T10 wobble and reverse A7-C15 Hoogsteen
pairs. These interactions are definitive elements in forming
the deep kink in the DNA structure that encloses the
argininamide ligand. The argininamide is extended in the
binding pocket so that the guanidinium group hydrogens are
above and between the T17 and G18 backbone phosphates.
These probably form hydrogen bonds with these phosphate
groups, consistent with chemical interference experiments

(23), which indicate that at least the T17 phosphate is critical
in binding of the argininamide ligand. The amino and amide
groups are directed toward the A7-C8 step across the
binding pocket from the guanidinium group and likely make
hydrogen bond contacts to the C8 base, based on proximity
in the structures. It is reasonable to conclude that the amino
group has electrostatic interactions with the phosphate groups
in the vicinity as well. The presence of such hydrogen bonds
and electrostatic interactions is supported by the reduction
in binding constant over an order of magnitude upon the
loss of the C-terminal argininamide amino and/or the amide
group (23). This significant reduction in binding constant
emphasizes the importance of the amide and amino groups
in stabilizing the bound loop conformation.
Both the binding pocket of the structure presented here,
and the interaction of the guanidinium group are quite
different from the structure of a very similar aptamer reported
during the course of this work (36). This previous structure
aligns the guanidinium group along the Watson-Crick edge
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FIGURE 5: Two overall views of the complex of the aptamer with argininamide bound are shown. All heavy atoms are drawn, with the
backbone indicated by a ribbon and the argininamide shown in a space filling representation.

of the C8 base in a binding pocket that does not have the
C16 base-pairing out of sequence. Instead, this structure has
the C16 and C15 roles reversed so that C16 is stacked
normally above T17 and is the residue that forms the reverse
Hoogsteen with A7, while C15 forms the Watson-Crick
base pair with G9. The substitution of 5-methylcytosine for
residue C16 in the current studies shows that this previously
published structure has incorrectly assigned C16 and C15
and thus has the roles reversed for these two nucleotides.
As a result, the binding pocket calculated is formed by
pulling the G14-T10 base pair perpendicular to the rest of
the loop base-pairs. The kink in the sequence between T17
and G14 that is clearly a dominant feature in the binding
pocket formation in the current structures is missing. This
paper also reported NOE contacts to the guanidinium protons
that position the guanidinium group parallel to the C8
Watson-Crick edge. Since no NOEs were detected in the
current complex between DNA and the  or guanidinium
hydrogens of argininamide, the orientation was not directly
determined, and a number of structures did have the
guanidinium group oriented in the opposite direction, facing
toward the Watson-Crick edge of the C8 base (but not
parallel to and in hydrogen bond position with respect to
the base). In all cases, these structures significantly violated
the restraints from the side chain of argininamide to the
G14H8 (0.7-1.2 Å). Furthermore, this argininamide position
in the structures caused the G14-T10 base pair to pull
perpendicularly and away from the rest of the base-paired
loop residues, resulting in a number of violations of restraints

between G14 and C16 (which would also be violated in the
previously published structures). Because of these numerous and significant violations, the structures with the
guanidinium group facing the C8 base in the current study
were discarded.
The structures presented here indicate that recognition of
argininamide by the DNA aptamer is apparently strongly
determined by contacts to the phosphate backbone, and by
a binding pocket that can readily form to enclosed the
argininamide side chain, amide, and amino groups. Most of
the chemical modification and mutagenesis data on the
aptamer (23) can be explained by necessity of each of the
conserved bases for forming the structured loop conformation. Some sequence variants, such those altering T10 and
C13, were studied by NMR and were shown to have some
propensity to form alternate structures in the absence of
argininamide (data not shown). Formation of a more stable
unliganded structure would lower the binding affinity.
Substitution of C8 with 5-methylcytosine showed significantly reduced binding affinity as judged by CD and lowered
affinity for an arginine-agarose column (K. Harada, unpublished data). This calls into question the argument by
Lin and Patel (36) that the C8 to T mutation lowers binding
due to the loss of the C-type Watson-Crick edge. Instead,
it is likely that the methyl group provides some steric
hindrance in folding of the DNA into the structured, ligated
form, and thus has a lowered propensity toward binding of
the ligand.

Argininamide-Aptamer Complex Structure
Line shape analysis of the argininamide δ resonance under
different argininamide-DNA ratios using simple free-bound
equilibrium behavior did not accurately model the behavior
seen. The calculated lines, while fitting the data moderately
well, did not completely explain the broadening seen at low
argininamide to DNA ratios and suggested a much weaker
dissociation constant than that measured by CD (23). These
discrepancies suggest the need for a more complicated model
to describe the binding behavior of this complex. However,
the currently available data are not sufficient to determine
kinetic parameters of interest in a more complex model.
Nonetheless, the NMR data still give insight into the unusual
binding kinetics for this aptamer complex that are not
apparent by measuring the DNA conformational change by
CD.
CONCLUSIONS
Oligonucleotides selected for specific binding to amino
acids are an interesting minimalistic approach to understanding protein-nucleotide recognition elements and can lend
important insight into recognition of functional groups in
small molecules by oligonucleotides. Most of the chemical
modification and mutagenesis data for the argininamidebinding DNA aptamer that implicated the identity of the 10
bases critical in argininamide binding (23) can be explained
by necessity for those specific residues to form the bound
DNA conformation, rather than for specific argininamideDNA contacts. This observation argues for selection of a
DNA sequence with strong propensity toward a conformation
that is further induced and stabilized by argininamide through
electrostatic interactions. On the basis of selective criteria,
clearly the guanidinium group is critical for binding of the
ligand to the DNA. The structures presented here show
phosphate-guanidinium group interactions as one of the
defining elements for DNA recognition of the argininamide.
These phosphate-guanidinium group interactions are common to many protein-nucleotide complex structures (37)
and have been proposed as a means to specifically recognize
RNA tertiary structure (38). The argininamide also appears
to provide important electrostatic stabilization in a region
that otherwise has numerous backbone phosphate groups in
closer proximity than normally seen in nucleotide structures.
The lack of obvious base-specific interactions with the
argininamide may mean that the positioning of hydrogen
bond elements of the ligand for interaction with backbone
phosphates defines selection of the guanidinium group. The
low-binding affinity of argininamide to this DNA aptamer
as compared to some RNA aptamers that recognize arginine
via important base-specific contacts (10 µM affinity) (39) is
likely a result of these differences in modes of binding and
the selection conditions chosen.
The structures here add to a growing database of knowledge on the variety of conformations available to oligonucleotides and lend insight into important roles in ligandnucleotide interactions for both biological and pharmaceutical
applications. Clearly, in some cases, stacking interactions
and hydrogen bonds contribute to specificity and stability
in unexpected ways and will provide useful insights as
additional structural concepts used in design strategies in
aptamer selection experiments.
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